
Serbia (+176%) has emerged as a popular stopover

destination, while Indian arrivals to Montenegro

remain 27% below 2019 levels.

Russian travel demand has shifted from international

to local destinations due to travel restrictions

Most of Europe refused to lift travel restrictions

for Indian arrivals, resulting in a decline in

excess of 85% below 2019 levels

International tourist arrivals to Europe were down 77% half-way through the year relative to 2019[1]. A few European

destinations enjoyed a better-than-expected summer season attributed to improving vaccination coverage, the EU

Digital COVID Certificate and relaxed restrictions for fully vaccinated foreign travellers. Destinations with draconian

restrictions in place, those strongly dependent on long-haul markets have struggled to reopen.

[1] UN World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)

Despite a moderate rebound over summer, more than half of reporting destinations saw tourist arrivals

decline over 74%

EUROPEAN DESTINATIONS’ EFFORTS TO FUEL A MUCH-NEEDED TRAVEL REBOUND

MATERIALISED OVER THE PEAK SUMMER SEASON

 

 

The smallest declines in Russian arrivals from 2019

levels were in Serbia (-16%) and Croatia (-20%). The

Czech Republic and Finland (both -98%) witnessed the

steepest declines in Russian arrivals.

Trends & Prospects - Q3/2021
European Tourism: 

Dragon Trail found that 81% of respondents felt

positively when they saw content related to outbound

travel and were inspired to travel internationally.

Improvement since April has been largely due to domestic

travel.

In August, European RPKs were 49% lower than they had been

in August 2019, compared to a 57% decline in the two-year

period to July 2021.

US travellers are hesitant to travel long-haul, with

arrivals over 90% below 2019 levels for a third of

European destinations

US arrivals to Greece remain 38% below 2019 – the

strongest rebound among reporting countries.

Japanese arrivals remain over 90% below their 2019

levels across all European destinations, excluding

Montenegro (-90%) and Serbia (-87%).

 

Chinese arrivals remain more than 90% below

2019 levels across all reporting destinations

Data Sources: TourMIS, Tourism Economics, STR Global,

Transparent, IATA, Eurocontrol, Dragon Trail

Canadian arrivals remain over 90% below 2019

levels for more than 60% of destinations

Industry Performance

COVID-19 Significantly Influenced Demand from Key Overseas Markets

Airlines in Europe continued to recover in August as progress

in vaccination rates permitted the loosening of restrictions, but

with international RPKs still down 56% compared to 2019.

A successful vaccine rollout, with over 70% its population

fully vaccinated improves the travel outlook for Canada.

Rising COVID-19 infections and stringent restrictions

dampened outbound travel

FOR DETAILED RESULTS, PLEASE HAVE A LOOK AT
THE FULL REPORT

Global Revenue Passenger Kilometres (RPKs) remain well

below normal (-56% lower than 2019 levels) over the August to

August period.

Global Hotel Performance

Czech Republic -94%

Source: TourMIS  *date varies (Jan-Sep) by destination
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Europe enjoyed some growth in occupancy rates, albeit less

than the other regions (10.5%). European hotels also managed

to grow ADR (6.5%), despite a subdued demand back-drop.

Global Air Passenger Traffic Growth

European short term rental reservations have recovered to

-33% of 2019 levels throughout 2021, and now sit just behind

North America making it second in terms of world region

recovery.

Special Focus:

The End of Low Cost Travel?

The cost of travel has fallen over the past two decades, with

global average spending per international trip across all

destinations down 17% in 2019 from its 2000 level in real

prices.

Airlines that were not bailed-out by governments have had to

borrow heavily; those repayments will be made more

challenging by declining credit ratings and higher financing

costs. Meanwhile, the increased share accounted for by short-

haul leisure — at the expense of business and premium class

— will eat into profits and leave airlines little choice but to

raise prices.

Passenger growth decomposition by growth cycle

Some discounting will be likely in the short-term in an effort to

regain market share and stimulate demand, while additional

capacity is likely to come from all airlines in the coming

months ahead of next summer.

Recent weeks have seen steep increases in the price of jet fuel.

IATA / S&P’s jet fuel monitor indicates that jet fuel prices in

Europe as of 8th October are 18.5% higher than one month

earlier and a dramatic 117.5% higher than one year ago.

Wider concerns about environmental sustainability are also a

consideration. New taxes, regulations and consumer

preferences for more responsible travel could put upward

pressure on prices, as could new requirements around

cleaner fuels and operating activities.

Pent-up demand could be put off purchasing travel if fares rise

too steeply, particularly in an environment in which other cost

of living increases appear to be accelerating.

Australia enforced strict travel restrictions, banning

its citizens from leaving the country

Australian arrivals are more than 90% below their 2019

levels for all European countries, excluding Montenegro

(-86%).

Over 90% of the reporting destinations have

recorded visitor arrivals from Brazil as more than

80% below their pre-crisis levels

Serbia (-25%) has achieved the strongest recovery

so far, followed by Montenegro (-67%).

https://www.tourmis.info/index_e.html
https://www.tourismeconomics.com/
https://str.com/
https://seetransparent.com/en/
https://www.iata.org/
https://www.eurocontrol.int/
https://dragontrail.com/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/european-tourism-2021-trends-prospects-q3-2021

